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Abstract  
3D Television is the latest advancement in television viewing. Creating enough stereoscopic 
(S3D) material with stereoscopic cameras for 3DTV is time consuming & expensive. Thus 
the conversion of the vast collection of already existing 2D images/videos to S3D is essential. 
Monoscopic video content can be efficiently converted to stereo by using depth maps. The 
effectiveness of 2D to 3D video conversion depends on the accuracy of the generated depth 
maps. However, current techniques either use single monocular depth cues, which are 
restrained to a specific set of images/videos or combine multiple monocular cues, thus 
increasing the complexity and execution time of the system. The proposed algorithm 
alleviates these problems by using a novel depth map generation algorithm that can be used 
over a wide range of arbitrary videos. The high efficiency of this automatic algorithm without 
requiring any prior training  combined with its high execution speed make it ideal for 
application in 3D television broadcasting industry. 
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Introduction 
Three-dimensional television (3D-TV), the latest advancement of television, increases 
the visual impact and the sense of presence for viewers. The supply of adequate stereoscopic 
3-dimensional (S3D) content is essential to ensure that the public would be willing to spend 
money for 3D displays and 3D-TV services. Creating enough S3D material with stereoscopic 
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cameras is time consuming & expensive. The conversion of the vast collection of already 
existing 2D images/videos to S3D is one way to alleviate this difficult problem [1]. 
The conversion of 2D images to stereoscopic 3D images involves horizontal shifting 
of pixels to create a new image, so that there are horizontal disparities between the original 
image and a new version of it. There are three schemes for this conversion: manual, human-
assisted and automatic. The manual scheme is to shift the pixels horizontally with an 
artistically chosen depth value for different regions/objects in the image to generate a new 
image [2]. This method is very time consuming and expensive. The human-assisted scheme is 
to convert 2D images to stereoscopic 3D with some corrections made “manually” by an 
operator. Even though this scheme reduces the time consumed in comparison to the manual 
conversion scheme, a significant amount of human engagement is still required to complete 
the conversion. The automatic conversion scheme exploits depth information originated from 
a single image or from a stream of images to generate a new projection of the scene with a 
virtual camera of a slightly different (horizontally shifted) viewpoint. This scheme involves 
retrieving depth information from a monoscopic image or video and generating high-quality 
stereoscopic images at new virtual viewpoints [1]. 
 Depth map is a greyscale picture in which a pixel’s brightness specifies that pixel’s 
distance from the viewer in the original picture. This correspondence map should be 
constructed for each frame of the input 2D video. The resulting stereo video is generated 
from the corresponding depth maps and the original 2D video by shifting each pixel of a 
given 2D image to the left or to the right depending on the corresponding depth value, the 
type of stereo view (right or left) and the generation settings.This process is simpler, more 
practical, more predictable and repeatable than other methods of 3D scene reconstruction [3]. 
Background and Related Work 
    Depth cues can be classified into monocular and binocular. Binocular cues provide 
depth information when viewing a scene with both eyes through exploitation of differences 
between the perceived images, while monocular cues provide depth information when 
viewing a scene with one eye [1].An existing 2D video when converted into individual 
frames for processing has only 1 view for each frame & hence binocular methods cannot be 
used for video. The constraints in selection of depth cues for conversion of existing videos 
are more restrictive than for images. The pictorial and geometric type of monocular depth 
cues generally used in depth map generation and their associated constraints for individual 
usage in 2D to 3D video conversion are as follows: 
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Focus/Defocus (Blur) [4]-[7]: Blur is one of the first mechanisms to be employed to 
recover the depth from single images. 
Approach 1: Employ several images with different focus characteristics in order to 
extract the variation of blur for a given image feature across the available images. This 
approach is reliable & provides good depth estimation. 
    Constraints: The requirement of having several images of the same scene captured 
with different optical systems simultaneously is too restrictive to be of any practical 
application in the 2D-to-3D conversion problem.  
Approach 2: Extract the blur information from a single image. This approach is 
relatively simple.  
Constraints: The scenes captured using advanced cameras do not necessarily show 
background as out-of-focus regions.  
 Texture Gradient [7]-[9]: This method, also called shape-from-texture, aims to 
estimate the shape of a surface based on cues from markings on the surface or its texture. It is 
highly efficient for textured images & can be used to estimate distance when width, or 
separation of elements perpendicular to the surface slant, decreases with increasing distance 
and is known as perspective gradient or height, or separation of elements in the direction of 
surface slant, decreases with increasing distance and is known as compression gradient or 
density, or number of elements per unit area, increases with increasing distance and is known 
as density gradient.  
 Constraints: This approach is normally restricted to specific types of images and 
cannot be applied to 2D-to-3D conversion of general video content. Also all three texture 
cues vary with distance according to a power law which depends on the surface slant of the 
texture and the observer’s height. It has been reported that texture gradients were only useful 
when the surface slant was in excess of 50° from vertical and when elements of similar size, 
shape, and spacing repeat in the scene 
 Light and Shadow [10]-[11]: Light and shadow distribution refers to the information 
provided by shadows with respect to the position and shape of objects relative to other 
objects and the background. This method can be used to measure depth of various objects that 
are solid, have only one light source or placed lower than the ground plane (like a well).  
 Constraints: When utilising shadows, the visual system makes the assumptions that 
the light is directed from above and the objects are convex rather than concave. For attached 
shadows, the illumination should be uniform and the object's surface should be a uniform, 
diffuse reflector.  
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 Linear Perspective [12]-[15]: Linear perspective refers to the property of parallel 
lines of converging at infinite distance, or equivalently, a fixed size object will produce a 
smaller visual angle when more distant from the eye. This characteristic is used for depth 
estimation by detecting parallel lines in the images and identifying the point where these lines 
converge (vanishing point). Then a suitable assignment of depth can be derived based on the 
position of the lines and the vanishing point. This is the most commonly used geometric cue. 
 Constraints: It alone is not sufficient for faithful depth analysis of picture. 
 Height [7], [16]-[17]: The height in picture denotes that objects that are closer to the 
bottom of the images are generally closer than objects at the top of the picture. Outdoor and 
landscape scenes mainly contain this pictorial depth cue. To extract this depth cue, horizontal 
lines usually have to be identified so that the image can be divided into stripes that go from 
the left border to the right border. For this purpose, a line-tracing algorithm is applied to 
recover the optimal dividing lines subject to some geometric constraints. A depth-refining 
step is further applied to improve the quality of the final depth map.  
 Constraints: For assigning depths to a 2D image, a pre-defined depth model, which 
can be adjusted according to image structure, is required. As also, it is limited to objects in 
contact with a level, horizontal, ground plane.  
 Atmospheric scattering [12],[18]-[20]: Atmospheric scattering refers to the 
scattering of light rays by the atmosphere producing a bluish tint and less contrast to objects 
that are in the far distance and a better contrast to objects that are in close range. It is a simple 
approach & can provide a significant enhancement to the 3D effect with respect to the 
perceived depth in 2D images.  
 Constraints: The colour rules, to divide landscape/outdoor images into six regions 
such as sky, farthest mountain, far mountain, near mountain, land, and other have to be learnt 
heuristically & it is difficult for use in studio images. 
 Motion Parallax [7]: Motion parallax refers to the relative motions of objects across 
the retina. For a moving observer, near objects move faster across the retina than far objects, 
and so relative motion provides an important depth cue. This is usually called the principle of 
the depth from motion parallax approach.  
 Constraints: Not all video sequences will provide motion parallax to depth. In 
principle, only video sequences that are captured by a freely moving camera have motion 
parallax that is closely related to the captured scene structure. If the camera has no motion, 
the captured video sequence does not have motion parallax. Even if there are some 
Independently Moving Objects (IMOs) in the scene, their motions will provide some cue to 
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depth under certain circumstances, but this cue could be error-prone.  Also, different camera 
motions will lead to different strengths of depth perception. A freely moving camera can 
provide more information about the depth in the scene than a camera with a 
zooming/translating motion along the optical axis. A camera that only rotates around the 
optical axis does not provide any information about the depth. 
 Combining Depth cues: As seen above, all monocular depth cues have limitations 
constraining their utility for 3D Television, thus it would be appropriate to combine cues 
according to a context-dependent weighted average. The majority of depth cues provide 
highly correlated quantitative information such as texture gradients and motion parallax. A 
single estimate of depth needs to be calculated from the variety of cues available. Given that 
the reliability of each cue is limited to certain conditions, a simple average of all the estimates 
would be inappropriate [7]. If the value of one variable is informative about the value of the 
other and the system knows their joint distribution then it would be useful to combine these 
signals [21]. Modified Weak Fusion (MWF) [22] and Bayesian Theory of combining depth 
cues [23] are powerful techniques. This may be combined with the ‘Depth from X’ approach 
to make the process more tractable for 3D Television [24]. Thus combining depth cues 
increases efficiency as compared to using single monocular depth cues but at the same time 
also increases the complexity and processing time of the system.  
The Proposed Algorithm: 
 The proposed algorithm as explained in this section provides a novel method of 
providing depth information for 3D Television where the input may be arbitrary and wide 
range of videos without combining depth cues. 
The Proposed Algorithm:  
1. Convert video to frames. 
For each frame: 
2. Separate background & foreground. 
3. Count the number of objects in foreground. 
4. For each foreground (object) component find the y-axis co-ordinate of the bottom-
most pixel to know which component is the front-most & which is behind. 
5. Sort the array of detected foreground components based on the y-axis co-ordinate 
of the bottom-most pixel in descending order. Thus, the top-most value is the 
front-most object & so on. 
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6. Count the numbers of distinct levels at which components are present by finding 
the unique number of y-axis co-ordinates of bottom-most pixels. This equals the 
number of distinct grey shades required for representing the depth map. 
7. Assign white to the front-most component, intermediate grey shades to other 
components behind it, proceeding towards black for background. 
Shade assignment for foreground components is done as follows: 
Let n: number of distinct levels at which component present 
       j: component number 
If    j = 1,                                          (nearest component) 
Assign the shade white = 255         (maximum intensity of any greyscale image) 
Else for other components: 
If current component is at same level as previous component, 
Intermediate Grey Shade = ((n-j-1)/n)*255 
Else, 
Intermediate Grey Shade = ((n-j)/n)*255. 
8. The resulting image is the generated depth map. 
 Any existing (including High Definition) video when converted to frames consists of 
images that have main objects in front of the background. For the front-most object, the rest 
of the image becomes the background, then for the object behind the front-most, the 
remaining part of the image becomes the background and so on till we are only left with an 
approximately single intensity background (for example: Sky in outdoor images or a wall in 
indoor images).  
 In addition, it has been observed that the front-most objects which are closest to the 
viewer will start at the maximum y-co-ordinate as compared to others. For example, consider 
the following two images: 
 
Fig1.Some Identified Objects and Levels in Two Examples of Video Images 
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    As it can be seen from the above images, the objects closest to the viewer have pixels 
with maximum y-co-ordinates which decrease as the objects move farther away. 
 
Fig2.Two Objects at the Same Level but with Different Heights 
    As seen in Figure 2, the two identified objects are at the same level(y-co-ordinate level) 
i.e. at the same distance from the viewer & hence at the same depth but they have different 
heights. Hence the bottom-most pixels of each object are considered & not the top-most since 
though the levels are different both the objects have the same y-co-ordinates for the bottom-
most pixels. 
    Thus, by sorting the array that contains all objects in the descending order results in 
objects with maximum value of y-co-ordinates i.e. the objects closest to the viewer at the top. 
    A depth map represents objects in decreasing intensity in greyscale with the objects at 
the same level requiring the same grey shade to be assigned to them. Hence, after sorting, the 
numbers of distinct levels are found by comparing the y-co-ordinates of the pixels. 
    After this, shade assignment i.e. white to the front-most component, intermediate 
shades to other components behind it, proceeding towards black for background is done to 
generate the final depth map. 
Experimental Results: 
Programming Tool: Matlab R2010b 
Video input: “Wildlife in HD”, sample video in Windows 7 library 
Type : Windows media audio/video file 
Size : 25.0 MB 
Length : 00:00:30 
Step 1 output:  900 frames 
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Frames 124 to 128 are as shown below: 
   
  
 
Fig3.Frame Nos. 124 to 128 of the 900 Frames Generated as Step 1 Output 
The maintained High Definition quality in each frame implies the conversion has been 
efficient. The following are screenshots of step-wise output for frame no. 127 as input. 
 
Fig4.Frame No. 127: Input Frame for Steps 2 – 8 
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Fig5.Input Frame No. 127 Information 
 
Fig 6.Step 2 Output: Background and Foreground Separated.Light Blue Region Indicates Separated 
Background and Shades of Brown Indicate the Various Objects in Foreground 
 
Fig7. (a)Step 3 Output: Total Number of Objects in Foreground (b) Statistical Structure Generated 
for Further Processing based on Total Number of Objects 
The statistical structure STATS generated as above gives information about properties 
of each object such as the list of all pixels in each object, the total number of pixels in each 
object and so on. These properties are used to find out the bottom-most pixel which is 
required.  The complete list of all pixels present in the 20th object as an example is shown 
below.        
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Fig8. Step 4 Output Example: Count of the Number of Pixels in the 20th Object, Sorted Array of All 
Pixels of the 20th Object, Y-Co-ordinate of the Bottom-most Pixel of the 45th Object 
Similar arrays are obtained for all 601 foreground components to identify their 
respective bottom-most pixels’ y-co-ordinates. This array is again sorted as per the y-axis co-
ordinates to get the step 5 output as follows: 
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Fig10. Step 5-6 Output: Sorted List of All Objects in the Descending Order of Y-Co-ordinate of the 
Bottom-most Pixel and the Number of Distinct Levels. Note the highlighted component no. 20 and its 
pixel as found in the previous step 
     This list is used to find position of each object with respect to the viewer. The objects 
with same bottom-most pixels values indicate they lie at the same level i.e. the same distance 
from the viewer. Thus the same grey shade is allotted to them. In order to find the number of 
shades required for this image, the number of distinct levels is found as shown in the above 
figure. After shade assignment as explained in the algorithm, the final depth map generated is 
as follows: 
 
Fig11. Step 7-8: Generated Depth Map for Frame No. 127 
For more testing, a synthetic image was generated with objects of different shapes, 
sizes, colours and positions. The above procedure was repeated for this image. The image 
with its corresponding depth map is as follows: 
  
Fig12.Experimental Image No.2: Created Synthetic Image and Its Generated Depth Map 
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The experimental results for a variety of video frames are as follows: 
    
    
     
      
 
Fig13.Experimental Video Frames and Generated Depth Maps1 
The above results on various different types of inputs highlights the efficiency of the 
algorithm to work on arbitrary videos without requiring any assumptions. Observe the slight 
tilt in the first video frame (figure 13). The system has taken into consideration this tilt by 
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assigning intermediate grey shades to objects along the tilt thus efficiently works at the 
slightest difference in pixel levels. The objects in the background do not require any 
processing for conversion to stereo hence even when identified form redundant information. 
This algorithm excludes background objects from shade assignment, thus increasing 
execution speed further.  
 
Conclusion 
Creating enough S3D material with stereoscopic cameras for 3D television is time 
consuming & expensive. Thus the conversion of the vast collection of already existing 2D 
images/videos to S3D is essential for 3D television. However extracting 3D information from 
arbitrary 2D video is intractable at present since methods either make strong assumptions on 
the 2D video (e.g., a static scene) or use human interactions to train a huge database of prior 
knowledge. The proposed algorithm alleviates this problem by using a novel technique that 
can be used over a wide range of videos without the constraints faced when using a single 
monocular depth cue. At the same time, it avoids the usage of multiple depth cues, thus  
 1Observe the slight tilt in the first video frame (figure 13). The system has taken into 
consideration this tilt by assigning intermediate grey shades to objects along the tilt thus 
efficiently works at the slightest difference in pixel levels. Also this algorithm excludes 
background objects from shade assignment, thus increasing execution speed further, reducing 
the time consumed without affecting the efficiency of the depth maps produced. The 
experimental results of the proposed algorithm tested on a High Definition video as also a 
variety of video frames verify the effectiveness of the technique. The accuracy of converting 
video to frames, background & foreground separation as also identify foreground objects play 
a crucial role in the depth map generated. This algorithm excludes background objects from 
shade assignment, which form redundant information, thus increasing execution speed 
further.  
 Furthermore, it is intended to generate depth map for inter-frame information to 
increase the execution speed and ytilize the generated depth maps along with original video 
frames to create stereoscopic videos. 
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